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We present a methodology for assessing the wind re-
source available to AWE and comparing the profitability
of the technology with conventional wind energy. The
statistical analysis for a specific region of interest in Mex-
ico considers the following:

• the vertical wind speed profile at 400m above ground,
• the variation of air density with altitude,
• the influence of the flight path on the harvesting effi-
ciency (we assume 90% to account for the misalign-
ment of wind velocity and tether),

• the optimal reel-out speed of 1/3 of the wind velocity
component along the tether,

• a pumping cycle with 80% production and 20% con-
sumption time,

• the aerodynamic performance of the lifting device.

The diagram shows the hypothetical maximum annual
energy production (AEP) per unit wing surface area for
different values of the effective glide ratio. We conclude
that an AWE system operated in pumping cycles can har-
vest more energy than a wind turbine, because it is a dy-
namic system that can access wind at higher altitudes.
The methodology consists of the following steps:

i get hourly wind speed data from a meteorological
platform or from experimental measurements,

ii cluster wind speed data in classes vw,i, . . . vw,k with
absolute frequencies ni . . . nk for an average year,

iii get parameters and Weibull distribution velocities
P(V) and cumulated frequency F(V),

iv get vertical wind speed and air density profiles,
v compute themax. specific AEPwith Loyd’s theory [1],

vi repeat process for a wind turbine at 150 m height.

Considering that the average wind speed is 2.78 m/s, we
computed the maximum specific AEP of an AWE to be
0.362, 1.087, and 2.415MWh for effective glide ratios of 30,
90, and 200. For a conventional wind turbine, we com-
puted 0.493 MWh. Given the capacity factor of both tech-
nologies, this resource couldbeavailable at least 40% [2].
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